SPEED TIME CURVES
measured than in steam locomotive tests, may be represented by
the curves of Fig. 16, plotted in pounds per ton train resistance
for 25 ton cars against speed in miles per hour. This train
resistance includes bearing and rolling friction and air resistance
upon the entire car or train.
The empirical formula from which these curves were plotted
and which probably approximates most closely the true train
resistance in practice of short, high speed trains is represented
below:
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f = Total train resistance in pounds per ton weight of train.
W = Weight of train in tons.
V = Speed of train in miles per hour.
a = Area of cross section of front end of car or locomotive
above axle expressed in square feet.
n = Number of cars in train.
In this formula the first two terms express the rolling and bear-
ing friction while the last term determines the resistance due to
air friction and suction.
The effect of increased weight of cars upon train resistance at
constant speed is very clearly shown in the curves of Fig. 17,
which are plotted from the same formula. It must be remem-
bered that this effect is entirely separate from the extra tractive
effort necessary to accelerate the heavier cars and therefore
represents an additional negative force or resistance which the
motors are called upon to overcome when operating heavy
rolling stock, j
Rotative Inertia of Wheels and Armature.—It will be re-
membered from mechanics that if two different rotating masses
of different inertia are acted upon by similar propelling and
similar resisting forces respectively, the mass having the greater
inertia will have the lower value of acceleration or retardation
as the case may be.
From this fact it would be expected that the relatively large
inertia of the rotating elements of the car, including motor arma-
tures, gears, pinions, axles, and wheels would tend to reduce the
acceleration when the car is starting and the retardation when
coasting and braking. This inertia factor must be taken into
1 See "Electric Traction/7 by A. H. Armstrong.

